Volunteer in Ghana!

ANOPA PROJECT is looking for volunteers for a period of at least 6 weeks (starting from May 2016 throughout the year) to coach in one of our various sport activities or participate in our environmental project. Apply now and experience Ghana.

ABOUT ANOPA
ANOPA (Agoro Ne Obra PA) Project was launched in Cape Coast, Ghana, in 2010 based on a cooperation between the Sportyouth NRW and the Ministry of Generation, Family and Integration. All of the various sport disciplines are held at different schools and communities spread out through Cape Coast which gives the ANOPA Project an extensive coverage area in Cape Coast. Our vision is to use sports as an instrument for individual development, offering of life and leadership skills, promotion of gender equity, peace building and conflict resolution, communication as well as social mobilization. Therefore, ANOPA Project uses 7 different sports (swimming, basketball, taekwondo, volleyball, soccer, tennis and handball) as a tool aiming to have positive impact on children and young adults.
Apart from that ANOPA established a concept called NothinLeavesEarth which follows the idea to educate the public about the huge waste problem in Ghana and help them to make Cape Coast a cleaner place. By teaching the concept in Primary Schools, we try to implement the idea from the grassroots. Furthermore, we aim to provide Cape Coast with dustbins to accomplish a sustainable way of dealing with the waste.

YOUR TASKS (you can choose your individual task based on your interest; the following ones are suggestions)

1. **Sporting Activities**
   - to organize and manage a sport event
   - to coach a group or a team to participate in competitions
   - to operate in the field of marketing (i.e. finding sponsors for events, a sport or a project)

2. **Environmental Project**
   - to provide the town with dustbins
   - to open a shop where you teach the locals different forms of up-cycling
   - to educate the public about Ghana's problematic waste situation
   - to organize events, (i.e. a Clean Up exercise or a community outreach)

3. **Administration**
   - to update our social media accounts i.e. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and the homepage
   - to write reports, proposals and business plans
   - to use photography and journalism as a tool to spread out the outcomes of our various activities
     - in Ghana as well as in Germany.
YOUR BENEFITS
While working for ANOPA you will explore many new faces of your own which helps you develop a stronger and improved self. The ANOPA Team provides a basis for cultural exchange. Thus, you become part of a social network which enables you to be in contact with locals easily. Apart from improving your English language, every local enjoys to teach you some basics in the local Language, Fante. While traveling along the interesting and beautiful countryside you will experience the heartwarming mentality of Ghanaians. Furthermore, the ANOPA-Project provides a unique platform for research, field studies or topics for a Bachelor/Master thesis.

YOUR CONDITIONS DURING YOUR STAY
Every volunteer is guaranteed a room in the ANOPA House, which is situated in a peaceful and quiet area in Cape Coast, close to the ocean. The house functions as the project's office at the same time, therefore, it is equipped with working space and WiFi. The ANOPA Team picks you up at the airport and provides you with important information concerning your work as well as living in Ghana. ANOPA has sport equipment that can be used by the coaches for practicing as well as free time activities. To cover the costs involved and to guarantee a successful internship, ANOPA charges an expense allowance of 400 € per month.

APPLY NOW UNTIL 20/04/2016
You are at least 18 years old, have coaching experiences and you are interested in the project? You have knowledge of the English language and you are open-minded? Then apply now for a volunteer job in Ghana!

Send your application with curriculum vitae to tobias.antoni@outlook.de, anopa.ghana@gmail.com or contact Katrin Bauer (k.bauer@dshs-koeln.de)

For further information visit www.anopaproject.com